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Ff6 walkthrough android

Written by DjibrielContributorWelcome on our Final Fantasy VI walkthride, edited and expanded from the Djibriel original to make it faster and more web-y than ever before. Enjoy rigorous attention to detail and sardonic wit here! 1.1: Introduction: Attacking the Enemies of Narshe: The Garda, the Silver Lobby, Megalodoth, Wererat, Spritzer, Bandit, YmirNarshe, a mining town that manages its own business
and doesn't care about a war going far, has come across a mysterious discovery in their mines. The Empire, a power-hungry nation in the far south of the world, has learned of this. Three of their most dangerous units were sent to claim this revealed treasure for the glory of the Empire, by any means necessary. Three Soldiers of the Empire, piloting the Magitek Armors, have been sent out. One of them is a
very special soldier of the Empire, and a future unlike any other is waiting for her. Once you have control over the characters, open the menu and put all your characters in the back row. Magitek attacks, like magic rays and all, will not suffer from a 50% reduction in the damage of most attacks in the back row, but you will yourself cull the benefits of reduced damage affecting the characters in the back row.
This is the prologue to the game, and it concerns you, being outnumbered, breaking through poor helpless Narshe. Enjoy the Magitek powers while they last. Any offensive attack you carry out at this time results in death on the other side. With this in mind, the choice is simple. If Terra comes up, to take advantage of the attack was an explosion with multiple targets. Imperial soldiers can be useful using any
of the three single-target beams; they are identical in strength and are always fatal, so it doesn't matter what you do. Once you've leveled off a bit, you can use Terra's Cure out-battle to get HP back. Use it once with a multi-goal effect and you're ready. Do the same after the forced attack of the pliers you had to endure from the Silver Lobo, Guard and Guard monster formation. Megalodoth will perform
next. These monsters will begin to use Snowstorm, a multi-target ice-elemental attack, on you as soon as Terra (or, if not available, randomly decided party member) has a level equal to or higher than 7. That's not the case when you come across them now, so they'll only attack you physically. Although they have the second highest offense in the game, the fact that they are at level 1 effectively twists them
out of any significant injury output. If you're in the back row, you'll see them do 0 damage. Enjoy the scene; It's going to be a while before you see it happen again on physical attack. For extra fun, try using Confuser against them; It will give you a little taste of what Snowstormy violence will be sent your way later in the game. For immediate death on their side of the battlefield, Bio Blast works well enough
because it instantly kills all four targets. There are at least two battles in this section, and a maximum of five. When you enter, you can try to go to the right of the inn. One Silver Lobo will be sent after you. You have no choice but to move on. You'll run into two guards when you try to get past the night, there's no avoiding it. There are lines of what appears to be openings on the ground. You followed the
vertical line, now you come across a horizontal line of openings. If you stand on a plaque where there are two crosses, two Silver Lobos will be sent after you, and then two Narshe guards. You can avoid this by bypassing the tile in question. If you pass the Store of Objects, you will be caught up in an attack by two guards and the Silver Lobby; It's inevitable. After that, you entered a newly dug mine shaft in
search of esper that you should retrieve. You're for some pests in the mines. You've passed the city of Narsha. You can be proud of yourself; You've just killed a number of brave men, undoubtedly with happy lives and families. Unknowingly, you can hear the orphan crying. Have, for example: you won't actually hear an orphan crying. It's not a pass-through error. Don't read everything so literally. You pretty
much blast your way through these monsters too. In the first cave there are Wererat and Bandit, in the second Spritzer. Wererat absorbs Venom, so while it may be tempting to use a multi-target spell against the largest group of enemies you face, don't. The syringe absorbs lightning, so you find one in each battle, avoid Thunder Beam such as demon plague. The power's going down in success anyway.
The bandit is one muddled little man with self-destructive tendencies of the worst kind: the kind that can hurt you, too. Every time you hurt him without killing him, there's a 33% chance he'll use it! The key to yourself. If, however, you have dealt him a fatal blow and he decides to carry it out! Wrench, he'll find that he can't actually attack himself. No, you can't attack the dead. He'll throw the tool in your
direction instead. Avoid this with Banisher or try not to worry. Eventually, you'll run into a barrier. Biggs will knock it down for you, but as soon as you want to continue the Narshe Guard ran out with a pretty nasty surprise... YmirBestiary #276 HP MP Gil EXP None45000012000 Strength Magic Atk level type. Defense against avoiding mag. Def. Mag. Evade 13501021550 Stolen Items Dropped Items
NoneStatus ImmunitiesElemental ImmunitiesNoneElemental AbsorbElemental WeaknessNoneLoresCommand ImmunitiesNoneControl, Scan Ymir (Head)Bestiary #277 Type Level HP MP Gil EXP None6160010000 Strength Magic Atk. Evasion defense mag. Def. Mag. Evade 221001001550 Stolen Items Dropped Items NoneNoneStatus immunityElemental immunityNoneElemental AbsorbElemental
WeaknessNoneNoneLoresCommand ImmunitiesNoneControl, Scanning Strategy This battle is very simple. Biggs and Wedge will warn each other about the great importance of avoiding shell attacks at all costs. When they're done, you can move in for your first boss battle. Shell and are two separate entities. The shell will do nothing until you attack it, but every time you order damage, it will stand up to
Megavolt. Megavolt won't be strong enough to actually kill a character at full HP, but it will be strong enough to do it in two hits. The head will just attack physically and occasionally slow you down with! Mucus. After every 10 seconds, he will 'retreat in his shell', disappearing from the battlefield. It's going to go on like this for 10 seconds, and it's going to pop up again. Your strategy? The main thing to avoid
is choosing to attack the head just when it subsides. That is why it is best to go with one attack for each character in one 10-second period. When you can move, have your generic imperial soldiers strike with a Beam-class attack, and the mystery girl uses a Magitek missile. Wait until the head pulls back and reappears. Repeat. Ymir should be dead by now if you've fought all battles against Narsha guards;
If not, just go for another round. Have a reapproval: If you are above the shame of any man, you can go to Ether which provides the shell. Since the shell has only 120 MP, it can only use six Megavolt attacks. After this, it's helpless. If you reduce its 50000 hp and make sure that with one attack you have killed both the shell and the head (use the calculator!), you will also get Ether and Hi-Potion, and this will
only cost you more than an hour and your dignity. Expand your full strategy In another cave, you finally come across the object of your mission: an excavated Esper. But as soon as you get close to him, your party's mind-slave behaves very strangely, and not long after the two soldiers become suspicious, they are removed. We can't say for sure that Esper killed them or just shaled them somewhere, but
we'll never see them again. Sam, Esper's doing something to Terra. Her Magitek Armor explodes underneath her, and everything turns black. We encourage you to read our updated privacy policy and COOKIE POLICY. Jump to Navigation Jump in Search Final Fantasy VI is a game in the Final Fantasy series. At the time, three of the five previous games in the series had not been released in the US, so it
was released in the US as Final Fantasy III. With the release of Final Fantasy Anthology it was correctly renumbered as the sixth game for all regions. One of the most prominent and identifying elements within the game is the presence of powerful beings called Espers. Story[editing] Ancient war magic... When the flames finally subsided, all that remained was the charred shell of the world. Even the power
of magic is lost. In the thousand years that followed, iron, gunpowder and steam machines took the place of magic, and life slowly returned to barren land... Yet now there is one who would reassess the magic of years past and use his awesome power as a means to conquer the whole world...... Can anyone really be stupid enough to make that mistake again?
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